
RSC CMP SNIPER SHOOT

This match will follow the rules shown below:
1. Hunting-type rifles, any caliber (no magnums, please). Any barrel weight allowed
2. Scope magnification of up to 9X (max) is allowed.
3.  Any type of rest or sling is allowed.
4. Any (safe) trigger pull weight is allowed. A functioning safety is required.
5. Military ball or commercial soft point ammo allowed – no Tracer rounds please.
6. Minimum of twenty-six (26) rounds required. All rounds will be fired at 200 yds.
7. Each shooter may fire up to five (5) sighter rounds at the sighter target.
8. Each shooter will fire seven (7), three (3) shot strings for record.
9. Classes will be divided by action type (bolt/semi-auto) and caliber (.22 cf, larger 

than .22 cf)

Range Commands and Firing Sequences
When ordered by RO, Shooters will bring equipment to the line (chamber flags reqd).  
All shots will be fired from prone position. 

3 MINUTE PREP TIME - Shooters will be given three (3) minute prep period to set up 
rests/slings, adjust sights, etc. 

SIGHTER ROUNDS -  (up to (5) rounds in two minutes)- RO will then command “with up 
to five (5) rounds, load”. Shooters will then chamber first round, then wait until RO 
gives command “Targets! Commence Firing!”, then fire into the sighter target.  Cease 
fire when all five (5) rounds have been fired or as commanded by the RO.

LOAD - RO will then command “with three (3) rounds, load”. 
Shooters will then chamber first round, then wait until RO gives command “Targets!”. 

FIRING STRINGS - Each shooter will then fire seven (7), three (3) shot strings for 
record. The first (3) strings will be fired within twenty (20) seconds, the next (3) strings 
in fifteen (15) seconds, and the final string in ten (10) seconds. In each string, the first 
round will be fired at Target #1, the second round will be fired at Target #2, and the 
Third round will be fired at Target #3. All rounds will be fired at 200 yards.

COMPLETION OF FIRING - On the command “Cease Fire”, shooters will open actions 
and remain in position until next RO command.  When all strings have been fired, the 
RO will command “Remove rifles from the line”. When this has been done, the RO will 
command “the line is safe - you may police your brass and remove your equipment 
from the line”.

SCORING/CLASSES - Scoring will be based on the number of hits in the scoring ring of 
each target (note descending value of scoring rings on each target). the number of X’s 
will also be recorded. Total score will determine winners in each class.  Classes are 
Semi-Auto (Large Bore), Semi-Auto (Small Bore), Bolt-Action (Large Bore) and Bolt-
Action (Small Bore).  Small bore is 22 CF or smaller, Large Bore is larger then 22 CF.

Be Safe, and let’s have a great time!


